Abstract. The article analyses the most productive combinatory ways of coining euphemisms in the English language. The provided models are illustrated with numerous examples, and the findings suggest that combinatory ways of word formation are characteristic of 20.5% of all euphemisms.
INTRODUCTION
Though the coinage of euphemisms has already been discussed by some linguists (A. Katsev, N. Boschaeva, B. Warren), their classifications of ways of forming euphemisms are not comprehensive. A. Katsev's research dealt primarily with semantic shifts (generalization, metaphor, metonymy, irony), ways of form changes (sound analogy, negative prefixation, and shortening), and borrowings [3, p. 35-37], disregarding an idiomatic way, elevation, back slang and rhyming slang, combinatory ways etc. N. Boschaeva [1] researched into the ways of forming contextual euphemisms, and B. Warren [4] analysed this issue on the material of euphemisms of sex in fiction.
The universal classification of ways of forming euphemisms in English proves that these units of secondary nomination primarily spring into existence by means of semantic processes, word-building processes, phonetic processes and borrowings from other languages [2] . However, one, two or more techniques of nomination can overlap, and in such cases we are to speak of combinatory ways of forming euphemisms.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
After analysing 4,199 euphemisms in the English language we consider it possible to state that the most productive models of combinatory ways of forming euphemisms are the following:
-idiomatic way + metaphor + irony: stuffing the five-fingered turkey, teasing the tortoise (masturbation), colonel's come to stay (menstruating), having a bun in the oven (pregnant); -idiomatic way + irony + proprialization: The euphemism bachelor's wife is the only euphemism found that has characteristics of oxymoron, therefore, its formation is also combinatory: idiomatic way + irony + oxymoron.
CONCLUSIONS
The discussed models of combinatory ways of forming euphemisms are characteristic of 862 nominations, i.e. 20.5% of the total number analysed. The research proves the diversity of the classification mentioned in the "Introduction" and presupposes further discussion and findings.
